Read: Now read the chapter start to finish without stopping or writing. Just read it! As you read you should mentally be:
- Questioning ideas
- Clarifying concepts
- Summarizing information
- Predicting next steps

Post Reading: Answer the following questions

A Suburban Nation:
Define Suburbanization:

What did William J. Levitt do?

How did the FHA and VA help this occur?

What were these new suburban communities like?

What was a restrictive covenant?

How did the National Interstate and Defense Highways Act help the use cars and the suburbs?

-What was the rationale for building it?
-What happened to Radiator Springs when it passed?

How are the shopping mall and McDonalds (Fast Food) great examples of this decade?

What was the Sunbelt?
Where is it?
Why do we see a change of “Peopling” during this time period? Push or Pull?

Why was Orange County the perfect example of this?
How did the Suburbs affect the **Cities of America**?
- Racially?
- Economically?

In Cities and in Housing, how was America becoming “**Two Societies**?”

Does this poverty undermine the other positives of the decade?

What allowed a large influx of immigration into the US after WW2?

Describe the **Mexican** immigrant experience:

Describe the **Puerto Rican** immigrant experience:

Describe the **Cuban** immigrant experience: